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**Environmental determinism, Cultural and Human Systems Ecology**


Environmental determinism and origins of Cultural Ecology  

Ecocosmologies and environmental regulation  
van Beek, W.E.A. and P.M. Banga. Chapter 4: The Dogon and their trees. pgs 57-75 IN [CROLL] – maybe not necessary  
vanden Breemer, J.P.M. Ideas and usage: Environment in Aouan society, Ivory Coast. pgs 97-109 IN [CROLL]—maybe not necessary  

Population-induced agricultural intensification  

Human systems ecology: energetics and carrying capacity  

**Political Ecology**

Political economy of local resource management  

Political ecologies


· Whose nature, whose culture? Private productions of space and the “preservation” of nature: Cindi Katz
· Fluid Bodies, managed nature: Emily Martin
· Moving on from both state and consumer eugenics?: Hilary Rose
· Reasserting natureL constructing urban environments after Fordism: Roger Keil and John Graham
· Environmentalism, Wise Use, and the nature of accumulation in the rural West: James McCarthy
· The nature of denaturalized consumption and everyday life: Allan Pred
· Science, social constructivism and nature: David Demeritt
· Incorporating Nature: environmental narratives and the reproduction of food: Margaret Fitzsimmons and David Goodman
· To modernize of ecologize? That is the question: Bruno Latour
· Nature as artifice and artifact: Michael Watts
· Nature at the Millenium: production and re-enchantment: Neil Smith

· The Political Ecology of famine: Mike Davis
· Invisible Forests: the political ecology of forest resurgence in El Salvador: Susanna Hecht
· Environmental discourse on soil erosion in Bolivia: sustainability and the search for socioenvironmental “middle ground”: Karl Z.
· Purity and Pollution: racial degradation and environmental anxieties: Jake Kosek
· Eco-governmentality and other transnational practices of a “green” World Bank: Michael Goldman
· Nature-state-territory: toward a critical theorization of conservation enclosures: Roderick Neumann
· Water, markets, and embedded institutions in Western India: Navroz Dubash
· Transition Environments: ecological and social challenges to post-socialist industrial development: Dara O’Rourke
· Violent Environments: petroleum conflict and the political ecology of rule in the Niger Delta, Nigeria: Michael Watts
· Gender and class power in agroforestry systems: case studies from Indonesia and West Africa: Richard Schroeder
· Gender Conflict in Gambian Wetlands: Judith Carney
· Environment, Indigeneity, and transnationalism: Tiana Li
From Chipko to Uttaranchal: the environment of protest and development in the Indian Himalaya: Haripira Rangan

Movements and modernizations, markets and municipalities: indigenous federations in rural Ecuador: Anthony Bebbington

Industrial Pollution and social movements in Thailand: Tim Foresyth


Landscape Change and Resource Conservation along the Tana River, Kenya: Kimberley Medley

Forest Landscape Dynamics and Panda Conservation in Southwestern China: Alan H. Taylor and Qin Zisheng

Deforestation in Landscapes with Humid Forests in the Central Andes: Patterns and Processes: Kenneth Young

Monitoring Forests in the Andes Using Remote Sensing: An Example from Southern Ecuador: Fernando Echavarria

Fire Management and Natural Landscapes in the Chirripo Paramo, Costa Rica: Sally Horn

Human Impact on the High Paramo Landscape of the Venezuelan Highlands: Francisco Perez

Grazing the Forest, Shaping the Landscape?: Continuing Debate about forest Dynamics in Sagamatha national Park, Nepal: Barbara Bower and Ann Dennis

Biogeography and landuse impacts in the Near East: Mark Blumler

The Interaction of Grazing History with Rainfall and its influence on annua rangeland dynamics in the Sahel: Matt Turner

Disturbances and Diverse Crops in the Farm Landscapes of Highland South America: Karl Z.

Ecology, Use, and Conservation of Temperate and SubAlpine Forest Landscapes of West Central Nepal: John Metz

Ethnobotanical Knowledge and Environmental Risk: Foragers and Farmers in Northern Borneo: Robert Voeks


Balancing Conservation with Development in Marine-Dependent Communities: is Eco-tourism an empty promise?: Emily Young

Strategies for Authenticity and Space in the Maya Biosphere Reserve, Peten, Guatemala: Juanita Sundberg

Toward a Political Ecology of Urban-Environmental Risk: The Case of Guyana: Mark Pelling

Modernity and the Production of the Spanish Waterscape, 1890-1930: Erik Swyngedouw

The Ivorian Savanna: Global Narratives and Local Knowledge of Environmental Change: Thomas Bassett and Koli Zueli

Environmental Zonation and Mountain Agriculture in peru and Bolivia: Socioenvironmental Dynamics and Overlapping patchworks and Agrobiodiversity Conservation: Karl Z.

Environmental science and Social Causation in the Analysis of Sahelian Pastoralism:
Matthew Turner
- Fixed Categories in a Portable Landscape: The causes and consequences of land cover categorization: Paul Robbins
- Material—Conceptual Landscape Transformation and the Emergence of the Pristine Myth in Early Colonial Mexico: Andrew Sluyter
- The Production of Nature: Colonial Recasting of the African Landscape in Serengeti National Park: Roderick Neumann
- Agroenvironments and slave Strategies in the Diffusion of Rice Cultures to the Americas: Judith Carney
- Future Directions in Political Ecology: Nature Society Fusions and Scales of Interactions: Zimmerer and Bassett

First World political ecology cases